
Product overview

ShareGate Overcast is a flexible cloud cost management and optimization tool designed to help businesses under-

stand, track, and reduce their Microsoft Azure costs.  

It turns complex Azure billing data into actionable insights on IT expenditures and recommends concrete 

cost-saving solutions to curb unnecessary spending.

ShareGate Overcast lets you organize Azure billing data to match the way your business is structured. Features like 

smart budget alerts and AI-powered forecasting empower everyone to keep cloud costs under control. 

• Free for businesses with less than $50k in 

annual Azure costs

• $4,995 per tenant, per year for 

heavier-use organizations.

Unlimited free technical support is 

included with all licenses, including those 

in the freemium tier.

Stay on top of your cloud spending 

Simple pricing Unlimited support

CostHubs

Map costs to real-life projects, business units and teams. 

CostHubs augment Azure's native tagging functionality by 

enabling fully customizable, business-friendly groupings that 

reflect how your organization actually works.  

Budgets and alerts 

Assign budget goals to your CostHubs to track Azure 

spending for individual projects, services, or business units, 

and configure custom alerts to get notified whenever you 

reach a set threshold. Keep track of your progress at a glance, 

and make better decisions thanks to insights such as your top 

current cost drivers for a given project. 

Intelligent forecasting 

Know what to expect for the current month and the next one, and 

proactively address potential overspending before it happens. 

ShareGate Overcast analyzes historical usage data, seasonality 

and holiday effects, and other data points to produce accurate, 

artificial intelligence-powered forecasts 

for your CostHubs.  

Cost management features

Anomaly Detection

Be the first to know when something unusual happens. 

ShareGate Overcast automatically detects cloud spend 

anomalies and promptly notifies you. Once an anomaly has 

been detected, speed up your investigation by having all the 

information you need, right at your fingertips. Minimize losses 

by resolving issues sooner—before you’ve got a bigger 

problem on your hands
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Founded in 2009 by Simon De Baene, Sebastien Leduc and Guillaume Roy, Montreal-based 

software company ShareGate has empowered thousands of IT professionals worldwide with 

its industry-leading o�erings. Today, the brand strives to uncomplicate the cloud and help 

organizations thrive in the digital workplace via its three products: ShareGate Desktop 

(SharePoint migration and management), ShareGate Overcast (Azure cost optimization) and 

ShareGate Apricot (O�ice 365 governance). 

www.sharegate.com

About ShareGate

Uncover and act on proven cost-saving opportunities. Scale and rightsize Azure resources to keep costs aligned 

with performance requirements. Get a clear big-picture view of your costs, or drill down to gain valuable insights on 

individual resources.  

We saved $55,000 after a single use. ShareGate Overcast is now my 

go-to tool to optimize my Azure environments.

Only pay for what you need

ShareGate Overcast makes it easy to 

optimize Azure costs according to real-time 

operational requirements. Its powerful 

recommendation engine monitors usage and 

sheds light on a broad scope of rightsizing 

opportunities, such as under-utilized virtual 

machines and idle databases.

Savings recommendations

Get a snapshot of your costs that's fit for 

human consumption. Drill down into your 

usage, customize your views, and report 

on Azure expenses with maximum 

visibility and value. 

Cost explorer  

Cloud managers, workload owners and 

other internal stakeholders can easily 

stay on top of which teams are account-

able for which costs thanks to insights on 

top resource administrators by total 

spend and more.

Resource allocation

Cost optimization features
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ShareGate products are trusted by over 25,000 IT professionals worldwide.
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